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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Viking Metal

From the composer of "Guns, Drums and Steel" for Europa Universalis IV, Paradox brings a new sound to the world of
Crusader Kings II. Test your dynasty's mettle while listening to metal -- our interpretation of Viking Metal! Five new tracks are
added to your game's soundtrack with this music pack, composed and designed from scratch specifically for Crusader Kings II,

blending the intensity of Metal with themes and sounds from Nordic folk music.

The music pack includes following songs:

1. Viking Gods
2. Locust Storm

3. Campfire
4. The Sun And Earth

5. Our Kingdom Will Fall (instrumental)
6. Our Kingdom Will Fall
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If you liked the teamwork aspect of Star Trek: Bridge Crew, you like IronWolf VR......More...... I'm going to be fair. This could
be a useful pack for someone who has a LOT of trouble artistically and has a low budget graphics wise.

And by artistic trouble, I mean you can't even make a box in MS paint.

I am by no means a talented artist, and I could probably make these graphics within seconds. They're very lackluster and ugly.
Keep in mind that you get what you pay for. High quality assets do not come in this size for less than 100 dollars.

Yes, I know someone might not listen to me and just write me off as having too high standards. But if you don't believe me, at
least wait for a steam sale, I purchased this for 25 dollars. I think that was a much more fair price (despite the amount of
content).

Most of the content to me is going to be unusable, unless I need a placeholder (but I could just use different colored squares as
placeholders for free).

I can't say I recommend this to anyone looking for a high quality assett pack, which is sad. I really wanted to like this. I think
what the creator is doing is great, and kindhearted. But I think if his assets are this low-quality, he should be asking a much more
fair price.. It’s good to play a puzzler in this day and age with some meat on its bones. But Art of Gravity fizzes and pops in all
the right ways. It’s fresh and intriguing, and it’s not like anything else you’ve ever played before. And that’s definitely to its
credit.

This isn’t a game that you’re going to run through in a single sitting, it’s going to take some time and consideration. But if you’re
looking for something to settle down with for the long haul, for something clever to really sink your teeth into, then you’re in
luck.

There’s a thick and engaging experience here, and the way it builds on its sturdy foundations with intriguing new structures
makes it one of the finest head-scratches that his hit mobile in the past few months.. Well, this one's not the developer fault.

Steam released an earlier version than the one that wa actually put on physical support,
all those years back.

Result? Missing textures, animations,...
Steam never corrected this (and for me It's too late for a refund).

Too bad the game is absolutely great...on physical version.. on level 9, the part after the spike jumps isnt possible. i do like your
game though!
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Game Designers, and Gamers need to play this game!
It does (almost) everything right, including things like VR, a Level Editor that allows you to bring maps you've made from TM
Nations, I'm 90% sure that you could run it on a computer made back in 2006 and controls so smooth that it's like a hot knife
through butter.

You'll gain insight on how to make a good racing game if you play this all the way through.

Now if only the multiplayer hud wasn't so cluttered.. The Unlikely Legend of Rusty Pup is a puzzle game for those who don't
mind a damn hard challenge. It is deceptively hard.

The minds behind Conker's Bad Fur Day nailed a really unique artstyle, with prerendered sprites that animated fluidly and are
high resolution, along with an grimey industrial\/sewers aesthetic that would feel proper in a modern Conker game, or Rare of
the past. However, even though you're in the dark depths of... wherever you are, bright colors from various light sources keep
things interesting and visually popping. The sound is minimal, but works perfectly with the aesthetic with appropriate clinks,
clangs and scrapes. There's also awesome voice over work by Chris Seavor all presented in rhymes of several unseen characters
giving tutorials, narrating Rusty Pup's adventure or mocking you as you lead him to death.

Gameplay of Rusty Pup involves you, as a omnipotent hand, interacting with things to turn on lights and place platforms so
Rusty Pup can traverse the 2D environments. Everything is done via mouse, and you have no direct control over Rusty Pup
himself. He will wander aimlessly in one direction unless he reaches an area too dark, a wall or some certain ledges. Rusty Pup
also has a time limit as to how long he'll stay alive per level, so you have to think fast as there's no pause button to allow you to
think things out. Thinking quickly on your feet helps a lot, however most puzzles are going to be trial and error because they can
get quite complex. For instance, I currently am facing a level that requires me to make several clones of Rusty Pup and guide
each of them on their own path at the same time. Figuring a level out and collecting everything is really rewarding, especially
those that have taken me over 20 minutes to figure out.

Rusty Pup does have it's issues though. For instance, the game visually has 3 planes, a blurry foreground, the gameplay area and
the background which is just there for added details; the problem is that all of these are so detailed that it can often get
confusing as to what's in the playable area and where you have to go. I love the aesthetic but I found this to be an issue and I'm
sure others will too. The game being mouse-only makes it feel like a mobile title (and it rightfully is one being on iOS), but
hotkeys could easily improve the experience with things like jumping to Rusty Pup automatically (you can click an icon for this
but, I'd rather have a key) hotkeys to select certain tiles to place, etc.

I love the whole package and at 2.2 hours in, and a 17% completion there is a lot of game here to enjoy. If you're a fan of
challenging puzzle titles, pick up The Unlikely Legend of Rusty Pup.. The best cricket game now for VR. Hope the devs keeps
improving the game.. What I write for this review is the experiance I had with the game, everybody will experiance things
differently. This is my honest review if you don't like it well tough. Also no game is safe from a review wether its early access
or full release. Now onto the review.

I bought Spartan VR for one thing, to be a spartan warrior like from 300. Getting to play as of Greek's feared warrior around
the 500 BC area. That is the Spartan I thought I was going to play as but instead I am playing Ephialtes of Trachis who can't do
crap. Here is why

1. Your arm's are not postioned in the same spot as they are in real life.
2. The weapons are not even close to Greek history of the sword & sheild. The spear was close enought but you can only throw
it, can't use it as a stab weapon.
3. The graphic setting don't work, I set it to the highest it can go & nothing changed.
4. The diffculty setting are the same as well, all enemies are the same, attack the same. I didn't see a differance in their skill.
5. There are only 4 locations to choose from, 3 husge rooms & 1 ship.
6. The game starts just as soon you pick something up wether its a sheild, spear or a sword, once you pick up an item the
enemies spawn in.
7. There is no tourtrial on why your arm gems glow (to find out they are some time of power up or something).
8. If you use locomotion, you will get stuck in places that you can't walk out of, you hace to reset the game.
9. The ship sheilds, you hold them from the edge instead your being in sleave of the sheild.
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10.

The main issue with this game is that it's been out since August 25 2017 & there has been nothing new added. The last update
was August 3rd, 2017 & that was for adding motion mode, weapon holding fixed, new sound affects & weapon texture\/bug
fixes. Again that was August 3rd, 2017 its now September 21st 2018. The game been out for 1 year 1month and little has been
done to it. The store videos are a 95% mis-leading. The only truth to them is weapons, location but you can't explore what you
saw in the videos & creatures you fight.

I know what your thinking "maybe the developer had other games to take care of as well" well Immergity only has two games.
Spartan VR & AI Rebellion VR which was released April 18 2017. So in 4 months after Spartan VR was released Immergity
released AI Rebellion VR. What was not a surprise was I couldn't find a single update for AI Rebellion VR, so ether the
develoiper didn't release the info or just didn't do any.

Spartan VR gets a 3\/10, what brutally murders this game with a volley of arrows that block out the sun is that the developer
have not done a dang thing to Spartan VR. I wanted Spartan VR to be good, game where you can play as a Spartan, cutting
climbs off, fight huge battles but honestly Gladius does a good job on that area aspect & has the right weapons that the Spartans
used in 500 BC.

That's the Pony review for Spartan VR.. Just beat the game and gotta say it's pretty awesome overall. I am a sucker for spaceship
shooter games like Gradius 3 or Darius Twin and this did satisfy the itch. I will agree with some of the other reviews that some
of the bosses do seem gimmicky, particularly the later laser bosses. These \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665uckers give you no
debris to hide behind and will just laser beam your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to hell. I did find a cool item... once, the
graviton missile. Sadly it seemed like in the 20 hours I played the flashy cool items were nowhere to be found. In fact the light-
bulb collectable that seems to spawn the location of rare items disappeared after the 5th world or so. Not sure this is intended
but when I beat the game I was close to 40 worlds visited which is a shame, because I would've really liked to have tried some of
the other flashy weapons that are available. Great game if you like spaceship shooters, but could probably use some more polish
in future patches. I give it 3 apples and a banana because I like spaceships and shooters, oh and the music was good too.
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